
 

 

Yr 10 Drama 
Written exam Section 2 

Blood Brothers - Contrasting Schools  

Student Name:  Form:  

Teacher:  Class:  

 

Task 1:  AS A SET DESIGNER List the differences. Think about 70’s style classrooms, private school vs state, how could you show the theme of class 

 

MICKEY, LINDA & SAMMY’S SCHOOL EDWARD’S SCHOOL 

  

  

  

  

 

Look at the mark scheme on the next page to help you plan your answer. 

 

Task 2: Exam question 

Using the ideas above try to answer the following question. You will be referring to Page 65 - 67 of the script which is in your Google Classroom page 
as well as linked here:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MNHsU4waUVmqdWEHJmyIZ1PuCXc__4l5/view 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AGAKJmsI2PUyF0vKwUKNgX9_B6xjO9eM/view 
 
The 4 mark question should take you 5minutes  to answer in the exam. This would include reading/ correction time, SPEND 10 MINUTES FOR THIS 
PRACTISE ANSWER to plan and make sure you correct as you go. You’d be given approx 5 lines in teh answer booklet to do this in a real exam, try to 
keep to a short paragraph no more than 8-10 typed lines using font 12/ 14.  
 
Exam Question:  
You are designing a setting for a performance of this extract. 
 
The setting must reflect the context of Blood Brothers, set in a working-class community in around the 1970s. Describe 
your design ideas for the setting. 
 

 

Checklist for success Tick when you’ve done this 

You have described with some detail   
You have not tried to explain why, and have stuck to the demands of the question which only 
asks for a description 

 

Your answer includes details of Edward AND Mickey’s school setting  
You considered how this would reflect a 70’s classroom  
You answered the question directly and didn’t digress or refer to things that wouldn’t get you 
marks 

 

Your answer read well and made sense  
You included precise details from the extract   
You showed your knowledge of the play overall in your answer by referring to themes of class 
or any foreshadowing that would work here  

 

 

Your exam answer goes here (with font 12/14 font you should be aiming for no more than approx 8-10 lines: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MNHsU4waUVmqdWEHJmyIZ1PuCXc__4l5/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AGAKJmsI2PUyF0vKwUKNgX9_B6xjO9eM/view


 
 

Teacher feedback: 

What went well?  Even Better if  

You have described with some detail   The 4 marker still needs detail, try to give a specific example  

You have not tried to explain why, and have stuck to the 
demands of the question which only asks for a description 

 Did not go into explaining in this answer, you must stick to the 
command word in the question to get the highest marks 

 

Your answer includes details of Edward AND Mickey’s 
school setting 

 You included both schools  

You considered how this would reflect a 70’s classroom  You had mentioned the time period and selected set ideas that 
matched this  

 

You answered the question directly and didn’t digress or 
refer to things that wouldn’t get you marks 

 You stuck to the focus of the question, answering about the 
schools in the extract indicated and with you as a set designer 

 

Your answer read well and made sense  Look at the flow of your writing so it makes sense. It would be 
a good idea to do a plan of your answer first in the exam that 
you can refer to. 

 

You included precise details from the extract  Include more precise details from the extract   
You showed your knowledge of the play overall in your 
answer by referring to themes of class or any 
foreshadowing that would work here  

 Refer to the themes/ time period/ foreshadowing, in your 
description to show your knowledge of the play 
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